
 

 
which a "liquid glass ingredient" protects liquid crystal displays, such as a 

smart phone, and opens you wide from stickiness of sweat, leather fat, etc.! 

It only sprays, wipes and raises!  

It is the technique of applying, and changing friction energy when crowded into a weak electric charge, and carrying out 

a glass coat.  

It is possible also in the state where it got wet somewhat.  

It sprays and carries out property modification to the surface condition which is not easily stained with dirt only by 

wiping and raising with beautiful cloth etc.  

 

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

- In anyone, before knowing, simplicity and the glass coat become dirty and prevented!  

It sprays at the time of washing and only wipes off!  

The worries about color unevenness and discoloration are absolutely none.  

- Gloss which will increase depth if it repeats.  

The permeating glass ingredient is implanted whenever it uses it repeatedly, and gloss deepens.  

- Dirt becomes difficult to be attached.  

By repeating use, dirt becomes difficult to be attached and also dirt comes off easily.  

 
It is the safe and harmless special detergent consisting of a natural ingredient.  
 
An effect is realizable by the thing which prevent dirt without damaging a base material and which a glass coat 
can be carried out and is used repeatedly.  

 

Adaptation material  

The coat which prevents the dirt of liquid crystal displays, such as a smart phone and portable personal computer 

television, The coat which prevents the dirt which prevents dirt, such as a coat which prevents dirt, such as paint 

protection of vehicles etc., pitch-proof protection, a bathroom, a kitchen and toilet, and a toilet, metal oxidation 

prevention, glasses, home electronics, a clock, a light, such as a coat, metal, plastics and chinas                                      

10ml bottle is entered.     Specification is changed without a preliminary announcement. 

The natural inorganic matter glass ingredient by which the electric charge was 

carried out to the electric grip action of the electric charge which arises by friction 

wiped off with the electric charge water of the main ingredients, and a positive 

ion is implanted on the base material molecule by which the electric charge was 

carried out to the anion by the principle of electroplating.  

It crystallizes in an instant and the amalgamation forms the very thin membrane 

of perfect inorganic matter glassiness.  

The effect which sometimes prevents dirt immediately shows up.  

Complete cure takes about five days. 

Osmosis fixing technology of a liquid glass ingredient 

 


